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Compact Mobile Storage
and Filing Systems
Products summary

Euromobil
Euromobil is a filing system consisting of mobile 
trolleys that can be electrically or mechanically 
driven.
The solution with compact mobile modules enables 
to double the number of documents stored compared 
to traditional shelving system still occupying the 
same area. Thanks to the movement of the trolleys, 
it is possible to access the required corridor.
The handling system without the use of rails, 
differences of levels or platforms is patented and 
does not require making holes or damaging the 
existing floor on which the system is only placed.
This allows a proper and completely safe access 
even to disabled operators.
The traction is carried out by a “four driving wheels” 
system that guarantees a correct displacement by 
means of one single slide guide placed at the back 
of the installation (usually leaned against a wall) 
thus eliminating any floor obstacle.
The solution also permits self-recovery of slight 
differences in level of the existing flooring.

Patented
Economic
Modular

The attention to details enables to meet every need.

Detail of the hand-wheel located 
on the front of each moving 
element for the functioning of 
manually operated installations.

Detail of
the handling

system

Detail of the control panel
located on the front of each 
moving element for the
functioning of electrically
operated installations.

Euromag
Euromag is a storage system designed 
to exploit the space at its best.
Simplicity, affordability and expandability 
are the features that distinguish it.
Euromag is undoubtedly the best 
solution to achieve very high density 
storage of materials with medium-low 
speed of rotation.
The system consists of compact mobile 
trolleys, electrically driven, supporting 
traditional or cantilever shelving 
systems, with defined shape and size 
according to the material to be stored 
and to the maximum use of available 
space.
Euromag is suitable for any environment 
and can be reconfigured; if necessary, it  
can be relocated with extreme semplicity 
and at low costs.

Space optimization
Economic
Modular

Modularity enables to meet every need 
of storage.

Detail of the handling system Detail of the frames of the
mobile structure
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